Gift Books Purchased

Each month a number of books and media are purchased from funds donated by Friends of the Library and other generous donors. From October through December, the following items were added to the collection:

Friends of the Library

025 BAN Libraries & Gardens: Growing Together
305.409 SMI Smithsonian American Women: Remarkable Objects and Stories of Strength
372.416 RIC The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading: an Assess-Decide-Guide Framework for Supporting Every Reader
616.89 PER Freedom from Family Dysfunction: A Guide to Healing Families Battling Addiction or Mental Illness
641.5 AME America’s Test Kitchen Twentieth Anniversary TV Show Cookbook
641.5 GRA The Official Downton Abbey Cookbook
641.5 KIM Milk Street: The New Rules: Recipes That will Change the Way you Cook
641.5 RUH From Scratch: 10 Meals, 175 Recipes, and Dozens of Techniques
641.5 SYM Fix it with Food: More than 125 Recipes to Address Autoimmune Issues and Inflammation
641.54 STE All About Dinner: Expert Advice for Everyday Meals
641.5676 KOE The Jewish Cookbook
641.59296 TIP Jubilee: Recipes from Two Centuries of African-American Cooking
641.5945 BAS Felidia: Recipes from My Flagship Restaurant
641.5949 ERI Alpine Cooking: Recipes and Stories from Europe’s Grand Mountaintops
641.5951 SHU Maangchi’s Big Book of Korean Cooking
641.5951 TAN Hong Kong Food City
641.5973 ROM Joy of Cooking
641.5975 BRO South: Essential Recipes and New Explorations
641.815 NOR Bread on the Table: Recipes for Making and Enjoying Europe’s Most Beloved Breads
641.86 BLE Le Cordon Bleu Chocolate Bible: 180 Recipes from the Famous French Culinary School
641.865 CHA Pastry Love: A Baker’s Journal of Favorite Recipes
759.9494 FEL Félix Vallotton
778.92 LAN Highway 61
780 DOB Play It Loud: Instruments of Rock & Roll
780 GIO Music: A Subversive History
791.436 BAS The Movie Musical!
791.4365 HOW Movies to See Before You Graduate from High School
809 SCH Gilgamesh: The Life of a Poem
Gift of Sharon Bigelow in Memory of Alexander Butta

J 641.5 YEA The Complete Children’s Cookbook
J FIC COL A Tale of Magic
J FIC ROW Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire: the Illustrated Edition
J FIC STE The Mysterious Benedict Society and the Riddle of Ages

In Memory of Virginia S. Biskeborn

745.92 MER On Flowers: Lesson from an Accidental Florist

In Memory of Grace Doherty Gonzalez

741.56973 MIL A Mile and a Half of Lines: the Art of James Thurber
811.54 OLD Arias
813.54 ELL Selected Letters of Ralph Ellison
OVE 700.71 MAR Women Artists on the Leading Edge: Visual Arts at Douglass College

In Honor of Bruce Harris

109 GRA The History of Philosophy
522.29 SUL Handprints on Hubble: An Astronaut’s Story of Invention

In Memory of Caroline Hontz

LP FIC WEI Mrs. Everything
LP 305.262 COL No Stopping Us Now

Gift of the Leffingwell Fund

508 FOT Our Planet
508.8665 HEN On the Backs of Tortoises: Darwin, the Galapagos and the Fate of an Evolutionary Eden
612.61 JOR Testosterone: An Unauthorized Biography
Gift of Arven Srikanth

J 508.07 HOA The Wonders of Nature

In Memory of Helen R. Theubel

LP 612 BRY The Body: A Guide for Occupants
LP 616.89 GOT Maybe You Should Talk to Someone
LP FIC ARC Nothing Ventured
LP FIC BAK Whisper Network
LP FIC BAR What Rose Forgot
LP FIC CHE A Single Thread
LP FIC CHI Blue Moon
LP FIC CLE The Long Call
LP FIC CUS The Titanic Secret
LP FIC KIN The Institute
LP FIC MIL Circe
LP FIC MOR Nine Perfect Strangers
LP FIC MOY The Giver of Stars
LP FIC PER Death in Focus
LP FIC SMI Grand Union: Stories

In Memory of John B. Westcott, Jr.

943.086 BAI A Castle in Wartime: One Family, Their Missing Sons, and the Fight to Defeat the Nazis